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Greg Kawchuk1, Christine Goertz2, Iben Axén3, Martin Descarreaux4, Simon French5, Mitchell Haas6, Jan Hartvigsen7, Carolina Kolberg8, Hazel Jenkins5, Cynthia Peterson9, and John Taylor10

Having read the commentary by Oakley, Cuttler, and Harrison (X-Ray Imaging Is Essential for Contemporary Chiropractic and Manual Therapy Spinal Rehabilitation: Radiography Increases Benefits and Reduces Risks. Dose Response. 2018 Jun 19;16[2]), we write to express our collective concern and alarm about the authors’ key messages.

Timely imaging in musculoskeletal health care is indicated by many clinical practice guidelines when clinical findings indicate suspected pathology (e.g., fracture) or when surgery is being considered.1-4 What is not supported by any evidence-based clinical guideline is the contrary view presented by the authors to “encourage routine use of radiography in manual spine therapy” and their assertion that “Radiographic imaging is necessary to deliver acceptable patient care in the practice of contemporary manual therapy of the spine.” We emphatically refute this perspective as unsupported by evidence and careless. Specifically, we offer the following counterpoints.

At the present time, we know of no reputable clinical practice guideline that suggests radiological imaging is a routine requirement for effective treatment of back pain. In fact, the opposite is often the case; when imaging is performed, there is evidence that it does not improve patient outcomes but can result in undesirable and unintended effects.5-8 While guidelines may not include more recent evidence due to a lag in time for their creation, we also know of no high-quality clinical trials that would contradict current guideline recommendations about imaging. Similarly, we do not know of high-quality evidence to suggest that regular imaging is needed to improve the safety of manual therapy in general or spinal manipulative therapy in particular. This supports the observation that in the many jurisdictions where imaging is not directly available to manual therapists, neither safety nor effectiveness is compromised.

Finally, the authors state that “Rather than increasing risk, such exposures (from ionizing imaging) would likely stimulate the patient’s own protection systems and result in beneficial health effects.” While knowledge in topics such as radiation exposure modeling and radiation hormesis continually evolve, there are no large-scale studies that would justify the application of this principle in clinical practice today. To suggest otherwise at this time is professionally irresponsible.

Given the above, we request that the editors of Dose-Response retract the commentary in question immediately.
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